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Rules of Petanque Libre 
1)  OVERVIEW 

2)  Petanque is a sport in which two teams compete to throw 

metal balls ("boules") as close as possible to a smaller wooden 

target ball ("the jack").  Each team consists of 1, 2, or 3 players.  

Each team plays with 6 boules.  All players on a team play with 

the same number of boules.   In singles, by prior agreement, each 

player plays with 3, 4, or 6 boules. 

3)  Petanque can be played on any kind of surface.  Normally, it is 

played on a surface of hard dirt. 

4)  The area where a game of petanque is played is called "the 

terrain".  The terrain may or may not have marked boundaries.  

There are supplemental rules, in addition to the basic rules of the 

game, for games played on terrains with marked boundaries. 

5)  While throwing, players stand inside a circle with both feet on 

the ground.   

6)  A game consists of a series of rounds called "menes".  At the 

end of a mene, after both teams have thrown all of their boules, 

the team with the boule closest to the jack wins the mene.  The 

winning team scores one point for each of its boules that is closer 

to the jack than the opposing team's closest boule. 

7)  A game consists of as many menes as are necessary for one of 

the teams to reach the winning score of 13 points.  

 

8)  TERMINOLOGY — GAME OBJECTS 

9)  There are three kinds of physical "game objects" in petanque: 

the boules, the jack, and the terrain.  

10)  "Boules" are metal balls that conform to FIPJP regulations 

for the size and weight of petanque boules.   "FIPJP" is the 

Fédération Internationale de Pétanque et Jeu Provençal, the 

International Petanque Federation.  Except for the effects of 

normal wear, the playing characteristics of the boules should not 

have been changed from what they were when the boules were 

new from the manufacturer.  Boules may be painted or marked to 

assist in the identification of a set, if that painting or marking does 

not change the playing characteristics of the boules.   

11)  The "jack" is a wooden ball that conforms to FIPJP 

regulations for the size and weight of jacks.   

12)  The term "ball" covers and applies both to boules and to the 

jack.   

13)  A ball (a boule or a jack) is "dead" when, for some reason, it 

is no longer considered to be a game object.   A dead ball stays 

dead until the completion of the agreement of points for the mene. 

14)  "The terrain" includes the ground (i.e. the surface) upon 

which the game is played, things in or on that ground at the 

beginning of the game (e.g. stones, leaves, tree roots, pillars and 

posts), and things suspended above that ground (e.g. ceilings, 

light fixtures, overhanging tree limbs).  

15)  The "playing area" is an area that contains one or more 

terrains.  If the playing area contains multiple terrains and a game 

is being played on one of those terrains, the terrain where a game 

is being played is the game's "home terrain". 

16)  "The circle" or "throwing circle" is a circular object placed 

on the ground, or a circular figure drawn on the ground, to 

indicate the place from which balls are thrown during a mene.   

The circle is considered to be "active" from the time that it is 

placed until the completion of the agreement of points. The inside 

diameter of a physical circle is 50cm.  The diameter of a drawn 

circle is approximately 50cm.  A drawn circle may be re-drawn by 

agreement of the teams.  All measurements are made from the 

inside edge of the active circle. 

 

17)  TERMINOLOGY — ILLEGAL EVENTS 

18)  It is physically possible for non-game objects ("foreign 

objects") to introduce change or motion into the world of game 

objects.  Foreign objects include, but are not limited to:  a human 

being (other than a player legally throwing a ball); an animal; the 

wind; any kind of non-game object that comes onto the terrain 

(e.g. a football, a boule from another game). 

19)  After the circle has been placed and before the completion of 

the agreement of points, the only way that change or motion can 

legally be introduced into the world of game objects is by a player 

throwing a boule in conformity with the rules.  Motion legally 

introduced into the world of game objects may be legally 

propagated by impact from game object to game object.  

20)  An "illegal event" is an event in which the location of a 

stationary game object or the velocity (speed or direction) of a 

moving game object is changed by a foreign object, or a boule 

thrown contrary to the rules, before the completion of the 

agreement of points. 

21)  After an illegal event, if it is possible to undo the illegal event, 

the two teams will undo it.  If it is not possible to undo the event 

(either because multiple game objects were illegally moved, or 

for some other reason) the two teams will agree to leave all the 

balls where they are on the terrain and carry on with the game. 

22)  A player that causes an illegal event is called the "offending" 

player in the event.  His team is the "offending" team and the 

other team is the "offended" team. 

23)  "Undoing" an illegal event means that the two teams agree to 

restore the game objects, as nearly as possible, to the state they 

were in, or would have been in, if the illegal event had not 

occurred.  

24)  If the throwing circle or a ball is illegally moved, its "original 

location" is the place where it was located before it was illegally 

moved. 

25)  A ball is "moved" or "displaced" when its location is changed.   

A ball is not considered to have been moved or displaced if it is 

bumped and rocks slightly in place but does not change its 

location. 

26)  "Restoring" an illegally-moved object means putting the 

object back in its original location.  The original location is 

determined by agreement of the two teams.  In cases where one 

team can be considered the offending team, the offended team 

makes the final decision about the original location. 
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27)  TERMINOLOGY — MISCELLANEOUS 

28)  The jack is "visible from the circle" if every player can see 

the jack while standing (or, for a player in a wheelchair, sitting) in 

the circle.  The jack is considered to be visible if the only thing 

blocking a player's view of the jack is a boule. 

29)  A "throwing obstacle" is an object or condition on or near the 

terrain that might interfere with a player's normal throwing form.  

A "pointing obstacle" is an object or condition on the terrain that 

is less than one meter from the jack and which makes it 

impossible for a player to point a boule into the area occupied by 

the pointing obstacle. 

30)  Before the first point is scored, the "winning team" is the 

team that won the draw to start the game.  After the first point is 

scored, the "winning team" is the team that last scored a point.   

The other team is the "losing team". 

31)  A team "has the point" if one or more of its boules is closer to 

the jack than any of the opposing team's boules. 

32)  The point is "decided" if one of the teams has the point.  If 

neither team has the point, the point is "undecided". 

33)  A situation in which the boules closest to the jack belong to 

different teams and are at equal distances from the jack is an 

"equidistant boules" situation.   In an equidistant boules situation 

the point is undecided.  

34)  If there are no live boules on the terrain, the point is 

undecided.  

35)  If neither team scores any points at the end of the mene, the 

mene is "scoreless". 

 

36)  DEAD GROUND AND DEATH OF A BALL 

37)  Before the start of a game, or between menes, the teams may 

agree to consider specified parts of the playing area to be "dead 

ground" for the game.   

38)  Any live ball (boule or jack) that comes onto, or crosses, 

dead ground dies instantly.    The entire ball (every part of the ball) 

must be directly above dead ground for the ball to be considered 

dead.    

39)  The jack is dead in any of the following circumstances. 

[1] The jack comes onto, or travels across, dead ground. 

[2] The jack is not visible from the circle when there is at least 

one boule still to be played.   

[3] The jack is displaced to a location that is more than 20 meters 

from the circle. 

[4] The jack is displaced to a location that is less than 3 meters 

from the circle. 

[5] The location of the jack is unknown (i.e. the jack is lost). 

[6] The jack has no fixed location (e.g. because it is floating in 

water). 

[7] There is dead ground between the jack and the circle.  

 

 

40)  CHANGES TO THE TERRAIN 

41)  It is forbidden for players to remove, press down, crush, or 

move anything on the terrain at any time during the game.  The 

terrain may not be raked or groomed at any time during the game.  

A player may not place or leave any object on the terrain that 

might interfere with the game or the game objects.  

42)  A "hole" is a hole in the surface of the terrain (an impact 

crater) that was created by the impact of a boule striking the 

terrain earlier in the game or during an earlier game.   

43)  During the game it is forbidden for players to make marks on, 

or erase marks from, or make changes to, the terrain, except in the 

following cases: 

[1] At the beginning of a mene, before the jack is thrown, the 

active circle should be drawn or marked and any player may erase 

the marks of inactive circles.   

[2] If the surface of the terrain makes it impossible to draw or 

mark the circle, the team that places the circle may clear an area 

in the surface of the terrain to create a circular area that will act as 

the throwing circle; at the end of the mene that area must be filled 

in and the surface of the terrain must be restored to its original 

condition. 

[3] A team may mark the location of a ball; later such marks may 

be erased.   

[4] A team may mark the location of an object to be removed in 

order to permit measurement; after completion of the 

measurement the object should be restored to its original location 

and such marks may be erased.   

[5] A team that is about to throw a ball (boule or jack) may repair 

one hole in the terrain.  The repair must be limited to restoring the 

surface of the terrain to its condition before the hole was created. 

[6] A player may not smooth out or tamp down any part of the 

surface of the terrain that is not part of a hole.  Specifically a 

player may not smooth out a track left by a rolling boule. 

[7] It is specifically forbidden for players make any mark on, or 

make any change to, the ground in order to guide a boule or to 

mark an intended landing spot. 

 

44)  STARTING THE GAME 

45)  Before starting the game, the teams may agree on 

terminology for expressing verbal acceptance of the thrown jack.  

Alternatively, the teams may agree that there will be no such 

terminology.   

46)  To begin a game, the teams use a random procedure (a 

"draw").  The team that wins the draw is the winning team.  The 

winning team chooses the terrain where the game will be played 

and begins the first mene.   

 

47)  STARTING A MENE 

48)  A mene begins with the winning team placing the circle.  The 

jack is then placed, and the winning team throws the first boule. 
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49)  PLACING THE CIRCLE 

50)  A mene begins with the winning team placing the circle.   For 

the location of the circle to be valid—  

[1] The circle must be on the game's home terrain (if the game has 

a home terrain). 

[2] The circle must be at least 2 meters from any other active 

circle. 

[3] The circle must be at least 1 meter from any throwing obstacle. 

51)  The team that places the circle should mark the circle's 

location so that the circle can be restored if it is accidentally 

moved. 

52)  After the circle has been placed, if a player accidentally 

moves or picks up the circle before all boules have been played, 

the teams will restore the circle to its original location. 

53)  After the first mene, the procedure for placing the circle is as 

follows.   

[1] The circle is placed around the jack's location at the end of the 

previous mene.   However, if a game is being played on a home 

terrain and the jack was located outside of the home terrain at the 

end of the previous mene, the circle is placed on the home terrain 

as close as possible to the last location where the jack (either 

stationary or moving) was alive in the previous mene.   

[2] If from that location it is not possible to throw the jack to the 

maximum legal distance, the team placing the circle may move, 

but is not required to move, the circle in a direction away from 

the place where the circle was located in the previous mene, up to 

but not beyond the point where it is possible to throw the jack to 

the maximum legal distance.   

[3] If the circle is less than 2 meters from another game's active 

circle or less than 1 meter from a throwing obstacle, the circle 

must be moved to avoid those problems. 

 

54)  PLACING THE JACK 

55)  After the circle is placed, the jack is "placed", i.e. put onto 

the terrain.  The procedure for placing the jack is as follows: The 

winning team attempts to throw a valid jack.  If after one minute 

or three attempts the winning team has not succeeded in throwing 

a valid jack, the winning team gives the jack to the losing team.   

If it is not possible to position the jack at the maximum legal 

distance from the circle's current location, the losing team may 

move, but is not required to move, the circle, as described above.  

One of the members of the losing team then places the jack by 

setting it down on the ground with his hand, in a location that 

both teams agree is valid.   

56)  The jack has been placed in a valid location if and only if all 

of the following conditions are true.  

[1] The jack is located on the game's home terrain (if the game 

has a home terrain). 

[2] The distance between the circle and the jack is at least 6 

meters and at most 10 meters. 

[3] The jack is at least 1 meter from any pointing obstacle. 

[4] The jack is at least 1 meter from any dead ground. 

[5] The jack is not dead.  (See "Dead Ground and Death of a 

Ball".)  

[6] The jack is not in a location that might cause the game to 

affect or be affected by some other nearby activity.  (This 

condition is applicable to games played in parks and other public 

places.) 

57)  If the teams have agreed on terminology for expressing 

verbal acceptance of the thrown jack, after an attempt to throw 

the jack the opposing team may use that terminology to accept the 

validity of the thrown jack.    

58)  To "challenge the jack" is to request that the game be paused 

so that measurements can be made to determine whether or not all 

of the conditions for the validity of the jack have been met. 

59)  Each team retains the right to challenge the validity of the 

jack until it (the team) throws its first boule or verbally accepts 

the validity of the thrown jack. 

60)  A challenge to the distance of the jack is resolved by 

measuring the distance between the inner edge of the circle and 

the nearest surface of jack.  If the jack was pushed by the first 

boule and the jack's original location was marked, such a 

challenge is resolved by measuring the distance between the 

circle and the mark.  If the pushed jack's original location was not 

marked, such a challenge is resolved by measuring the distance 

between the circle and the pushed jack.   

61)  If the opposing team picks up a thrown jack that the throwing 

team believes was valid, the jack is restored to its original 

location by agreement of the two teams.  The opposing team may 

then challenge the jack. 

 

62)  THROWING THE FIRST BOULE 

63)  The first boule of a mene is thrown by a player on the 

winning team, regardless of which team placed the jack.  The 

player that throws the first boule is not required to be the same 

player that threw the jack.  

64)  If the first boule goes dead for some reason (e.g. goes onto 

dead ground), the opposing team plays next.  The teams play 

alternately until there is a live boule on the terrain or all boules 

have been thrown. 

 

65)  DECIDING WHICH TEAM THROWS NEXT 

66)  If only one team has unplayed boules, then that team plays its 

remaining boules.   

67)  If both teams have unplayed boules and the point is decided, 

then the next boule is thrown by the team that does not have the 

point.   

68)  If both teams have unplayed boules and the point is not 

decided, then the next boule is thrown by the team that played the 

previous boule (the boule that created the undecided point).  The 

teams play alternately until the point is decided or until only one 

team has unplayed boules. 

69)  After a boule has been thrown, either team may "challenge 

the point", i.e. request that the game be paused so that 

measurements can be made to determine which team should 
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throw the next boule.   Such measurement is called "measuring 

for the point." 

70)  It is the responsibility of both teams to reach an agreement 

about which team has the point and which team should throw the 

next boule.  

71)  If both teams agree on which team should throw the next 

boule, and that team throws the next boule, the boule is 

considered to have been legally thrown.   The legality of the 

thrown boule cannot be changed by subsequent measurements or 

discoveries (e.g. a measurement for the point, the discovery of a 

forgotten boule). 

72)  A team that has the opportunity to challenge the point, but 

does not challenge it and lets the opposing team play the next 

boule, is considered to have agreed that the opposing team should 

throw the next boule.   

73)  If a team throws a boule without giving the opposing team a 

chance to challenge the point, and the teams later discover that it 

(the offending team) should not have thrown the next boule, the 

boule is considered to have been thrown contrary to the rules.     

74)  Each team is responsible for knowing how many unplayed 

boules it has, and for supplying that information to the opposing 

team on request.  A "forgotten boule" (a boule that a team should 

have played, but that they did not play because they incorrectly 

believed that they had no unplayed boules) is dead and may not 

be played. 

 

75)  MEASURING 

76)  It is the responsibility of the last team that threw a boule to 

measure for the point.   After it has finished, the opposing team 

may, if they wish, also measure for the point. 

77)  Before throwing a boule, a team may make "tactical 

measurements", i.e. measurements performed in order to help 

them decide how to play their next boule.   Time used in making 

tactical measurements counts against the one minute allowed for 

the team to play its next boule. When only one team has unplayed 

boules, all measurement is considered to be tactical measurement. 

78)  A boule or any other movable object on the terrain that 

interferes with measurement may be temporarily removed in 

order to permit measurement to be performed.  The location of 

the object must be marked before it is removed, and it must be 

restored to its original location after measurement is finished.  

After it is restored to its original location, the marks on the 

ground may be erased. 

79)  Measuring the distance between balls means measuring the 

shortest distance between the surfaces of the two balls. Any mud 

or foreign matter adhering to a ball that prevents measuring to the 

surface of the ball must be removed before measuring. 

 

80)  GENERAL RULES ABOUT THROWING 

81)  A team has a maximum of one minute to throw the jack, 

starting from the time that the team knows that it is their turn to 

throw the jack.   A team has a maximum of one minute to throw 

the next boule, starting from the time that the team knows that it 

is their turn to throw the next boule. 

82)  During the time that a player is throwing (i.e. from the time 

that the thrown ball leaves the player's hand until the time that it 

hits another game object) both of the player's feet must be in 

contact with the ground and completely inside the circle (no part 

of the sole of either shoe may be above any part of the circle).  

During this time, no part of the player's body except his feet may 

touch the ground.    

83)  A player who is not able to stand unaided with both feet 

inside the circle may throw with one foot-substitute inside the 

circle.  A foot-substitute is the foot, prosthetic device, crutch, or 

wheelchair wheel on the same side of his body as the player's 

throwing arm.    

84)  Before a ball is thrown, it must be clean and dry (weather 

permitting).  

85)  If a player breaks any of these rules about throwing, the 

player is considered to have broken the rules, but the thrown ball 

is not considered to have been thrown contrary to the rules. 

 

86)  VISIBILITY OF THE JACK 

87)  If a foreign object comes onto the terrain and interferes with 

the visibility of the jack, the foreign object must be removed. 

88)  After the jack is moved (by a game object or a foreign object), 

both teams are responsible for agreeing that the jack in its new 

location is visible from the circle.  After a team verbally agrees 

that the jack is visible in its new location, or throws a boule with 

the jack in the new location, that team cannot challenge the 

visibility of the jack.  After all boules have been thrown, the 

visibility of the jack cannot be challenged. 

 

89)  AGREEMENT OF POINTS 

90)  A mene is considered to have finished when all boules have 

been thrown or the jack dies.  After the end of a mene, the teams 

agree on which team (if any) won the mene and how many points 

it scored.  This activity is called the "agreement of points".   

91)  If the jack is alive and the point is decided, then the team that 

has the point wins the mene and scores as many points as it has 

boules that are closer to the jack than the opposing team's closest 

boule. 

92)  If the jack is alive and the point is undecided, then neither 

team wins the mene; the mene is scoreless. At the start of the next 

mene, the winning team is the same team that was the winning 

team at the start of the scoreless mene. 

93)  If the jack is dead, then— If one and only one team has 

unplayed boules, then that team wins the mene and scores as 

many points as it has unplayed boules.  Otherwise, neither team 

wins the mene; the mene is scoreless. 

 

94)  BOULES THROWN CONTRARY TO THE RULES 

95)  A boule is considered to have been thrown "contrary to the 

rules" if it was thrown while the player was standing outside the 

active circle, or thrown from a circle that is no longer active.  

96)  If a player accidentally throws a boule that is not one of his 

own unplayed boules, the boule is replaced with an unplayed 
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boule belonging to the offending player or (if the offending player 

has no unplayed boules) one of the offending player's team-mates.   

If the offending team has no unplayed boules, the accidentally-

thrown boule is considered to have been thrown "contrary to the 

rules". 

97)  If a team throws a boule "contrary to the rules", the offended 

team has the choice of [a] leaving the illegally-thrown boule 

where it is, [b] declaring the illegally-thrown boule to be dead, or 

[c] agreeing to undo the illegal event. 

 

98)  ILLEGAL EVENTS 

99)  When a stationary ball is picked up or displaced by a player 

before the points have been agreed, the illegally-moved ball is 

restored to its original location.  This specifically includes cases 

in which a player accidentally moves a stationary ball while 

measuring.  The original location is determined by agreement of 

the two teams.  The offended team makes the final decision about 

the original location. 

100)  If the velocity of a moving ball is illegally changed, and the 

teams agree that it is possible to undo that illegal event, the illegal 

event is undone.  Otherwise, everything is left where it is.   

Undoing the illegal event may include putting the ball 

approximately where it would have gone if it had not been 

interfered with.  That location is determined by agreement of the 

two teams, with the offended team making the final decision. 

 

101)  MISCELLANEOUS RULES 

102)  During a game, the only boules that a player may hold in his 

hands are his own unplayed boules. 

103)  During a game, if a ball is lost or broken, it must be 

replaced with a similar ball.  If a ball breaks into pieces during a 

mene, the pieces are removed and a similar ball is placed in the 

location of the biggest broken piece.   If a boule breaks during a 

mene, after the mene the boule's owner may replace his entire set 

of boules with a new set. 

104)  If the jack is knocked into an area where another game is in 

progress, the players using the jack will mark its location, pick it 

up, and wait for the end of the mene that is in progress in the 

other game.  While waiting, they will show patience and courtesy.  

When the other game has finished its mene, the players will put 

the jack down in the marked location, finish their mene, and 

return to their game's home terrain.  If a boule is knocked into an 

area where another game is in progress, a similar procedure is 

followed or the owner of the boule may declare it to be dead and 

remove it from the game. 

105)  While a player is throwing, players of the opposing team 

must stand at least 2 meters from the circle, the jack, and the line 

of play.  "The line of play" is an imaginary line extending from 

the circle, through the jack, and continuing on indefinitely. 

 

106)  ADDITIONAL RULES FOR MARKED TERRAINS 

107)  Optionally, petanque may be played on a terrain that has 

marked boundaries.  Strings or painted lines on the ground may 

be used to indicate the boundaries of the terrain. 

108)  In a game played on a terrain that has no marked boundaries 

but is surrounded by a physical barrier designed to prevent balls 

from leaving the terrain (e.g. wooden boards or concrete curbs), a 

ball that hits the physical barrier is dead. 

109)  When boundary lines divide a large playing area into 

smaller areas, those smaller areas are called "lanes". 

110)  When the playing area is divided into lanes, each game's 

home terrain is located in one of the lanes.  That lane is the 

game's "home lane".  The boundaries of the home lane become 

the boundaries of the game's home terrain, and the game is said to 

be played on a "marked terrain". 

111)  When playing on a marked terrain, the teams will agree, 

before the start of the game, on which (if any) adjacent lanes, in 

addition to the game's home lane, will be considered to be "live 

ground" for the game. 

112)  Any part of the playing area outside of the game's live 

ground is dead ground for the game.   

113)  The boundary line between live ground and dead ground is 

called the "dead-ball line" for the game.  The ground beneath the 

dead-ball line is live ground for the game. 

114)  Boundary strings or painted boundary lines cannot legally 

be moved during the game.  If something (e.g. a boule or a 

player's foot) moves a boundary string during the game, the 

boundary itself is not considered to have moved. 

115)  A lane is usually rectangular, but may have any shape.  If 

the live ground for a game has an irregular or concave shape, it 

may be possible for dead ground to exist between the circle and 

the jack. 

116)  During a game played on a marked terrain, dead boules 

should be left on the ground at least 10cm outside of the game's 

dead-ball line.  A dead boule that is less than 10cm outside the 

dead-ball line should be moved away from the dead-ball line.  

Either team may move such a boule. 

117)  A dead boule that has come back on to live ground should 

be removed as soon as it is safe to do so.  Either team may 

remove such a boule.  

118)  If a live ball hits or is hit by a dead boule on or near the 

terrain, the live ball is considered to have hit a feature of the 

terrain.    

 

119)  THE CONSENSUS RULE 

120)  The above rules may be changed, waived, supplemented, or 

over-ridden by agreement of the teams.  
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Frequently-asked questions about the rules of 
Petanque Libre 
 

(1) The jack is dead.  What do we do?  ►If only one team has 

unplayed boules, that team scores the same number of points as it 

has unplayed boules. Otherwise, neither team scores any points.  

The circle is placed on the assigned terrain as close as possible to 

the place where the jack was last alive. The team that last scored 

points, throws the jack.  

(2) What do you do when the point is undecided, either because 

two boules are the same distance from the jack, or because the 

terrain is empty?  ►Starting with the team that threw the boule 

that created the undecided point, the teams throw alternately until 

the point is decided.  

(3) What do you do if the first boule thrown goes out of bounds?  

►The other team throws its first boule. The teams throw 

alternately until the point is decided.   

(4) If a boule hits something overhead, is the boule dead?  ►No.  

Objects located directly above live ground are considered to be 

part of the terrain and in-bounds.  However, the boule is dead if at 

any time while in the air, it was above any out-of-bounds area 

(dead ground). 

(5) What do we do if a player accidentally picks up the circle or a 

boule too soon?  Or accidentally moves a ball while measuring? 

►The teams should agree to undo the illegal action.  Restore the 

object to its original location (to the best of your ability) and carry 

on with the game.  

(6) How does the "stepping back" rule work?  ►When placing 

the circle, if there is no direction to which you can throw the jack 

to 10m (remember also to allow one additional meter from all 

dead-ball lines), you may pick up the circle, face the place where 

the circle was located in the previous mene, and back away until 

there is some direction in which it is possible to throw the jack to 

10m.  Put the circle down in that new location. 

(7) We played a boule believing (incorrectly) that the other team 

had the point (or that it was out of boules).  What do we do? ►If 

both teams had agreed concerning which team should throw next, 

the boule was legally thrown. Carry on with the game.  A 

"forgotten boule" is dead.  However, if your team threw without 

the other team's agreement that it was your turn to throw, the 

thrown boule was thrown "contrary to the rules" and the offended 

team chooses how to deal with the situation. (See the section on 

BOULES THROWN CONTRARY TO THE RULES.) 

(8) A boule goes out-of-bounds and then rebounds onto the terrain, 

moving another boule.  What do we do?  ►Remove the zombie 

boule and carry on with the game.  A zombie boule is considered 

to be part of the terrain until it is removed from the terrain, so the 

live boule that was moved is considered to have been moved 

legally. 
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TO MAKE A BOOKLET 

1. Print all of the pages of this file. 

2. Fold each of the sheets of paper vertically so that the text is 

visible on both sides.   

3. Arrange the pages in sequence, like a book. 

4. Use this page as a cover for the other pages.  "Frequently 

Asked Questions" will be on the back cover and this title page 

will be on the front cover. 

5. Staple or glue the pages together to form a booklet.   

 

To glue the booklet together, apply white glue down the inside of 

the center fold of the cover.  Spread the glue out so that it forms a 

moderately thick strip that extends approximately 1/8 inch (2mm) 

out from each side of the fold.  "Dunk" the edges of the pages in 

the glue so that a little glue adheres to each page, then insert the 

pages firmly into the fold of the cover.  Press the booklet flat 

between pieces of scrap paper until the glue is dry. 

 

 

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-

NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.  This 

license allows you to copy and redistribute the material in any 

medium or format. You may not use the material for commercial 

purposes. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/ 


